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1967. The Vietnam war is bogged down. In the United States, the pacifists’ 

voices are getting louder. They decide to challenge President Lyndon 

Johnson by assembling in Washington, DC, on October 21
st
, around the 

reflecting pool at the Lincoln Memorial. There are about one hundred 

thousand of them. At the end of the day, about half of them move towards 

the Pentagon. 

The photographer Marc Riboud had made the trip. He was one of the few 

European photojournalists to be on site and suddenly he shot a surprising 

face-to-face confrontation: a young woman, just seventeen years old, Jan 

Rose Kasmir, approached the row of rifles with bayonets fixed, a flower in 

her hand. The photograph, shot at dusk, goes around the world. The young 

woman with the flower is one of those pictures that has a history. 

Today, a book by the French journalist and author Philippe Séclier allows us 

to follow its genesis with many supporting documents. The author centres on 

the testimonies of Marc Riboud and Jan Rose Kasmir, who lost each other, 

then met again for the first time in 1998, and again in January 2003 in 

London during another large demonstration, this time against the Iraq war. 

Fifty years later, The young woman with the flower remains more than ever 

one of the most beautiful symbols of non-violence and the rejection of war. 

 

 

Marc Riboud (1923-2016) is a French photographer. Joined the Magnum 

agency in 1953, he explores India, China and Japan, is interested in 

African independence. He is one of the few journalists allowed to enter 

North Vietnam struck by war. 

www.marcriboud.com 

 

Philippe Séclier is a journalist, photographer and director. Traveling and 

wandering are his favorite themes. Pier Paolo Pasolini, la longue route de 

sable (2005) earned him the Thomas Cook Award. In 2004, he directed two 

documentaries, one on Marc Riboud, "Instants d’année", and the other, 

"Un voyage américain", on the book of Robert Frank Les Américains. 
 

 


